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The need for single-cell protein analyses in cancer
Currently, genome-based oncology drives cancer research to better prognosticate and inform treatment of individual patients. For example, in glioblastoma, genomic efforts have identified mutations in the IDH1/2 genes and epigenetic silencing of the MGMT DNArepair gene as important predictors of survival [1] . Genomic studies of glioblastoma have also revealed genetic alterations in potentially targetable receptor Abbreviations CTLA-4, cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated protein-4; FFPE, formalin fixed, paraffin embedded; IDO, indoleamine-2,3-dioxygenase; IMC, imaging mass cytometry; MIBI, multiplex ion beam imaging; PBMCs, peripheral blood mononuclear cells; PD-1, programmed cell death protein-1; PD-L1, programmed cell death-ligand 1; RTK, receptor tyrosine kinase.
tyrosine kinase (RTK) pathways in nearly two-thirds of patients [2] . Leveraging these discoveries, several genome-based precision oncology clinical trials have been performed in solid tumors. In these, up to a third of the patients with advanced solid tumors who received a targeted therapy matched to their genomic alteration had desirable outcomes [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, progress still needs to be made. For example, molecularly targeted therapy for multiple advanced solid tumors based on large-scale genomic profiling did not improve outcomes compared to standard-of-care therapy in the first multi-institutional, randomized controlled trial SHIVA [8] , and trials developed based on mutations in RTK pathways in glioblastomas also have not improved survival [9] [10] [11] [12] . Although other clinical trials are underway [13] , these initial results highlight progress and challenges in genomic oncology and invite a complementary understanding of post-translational cellular functions that is expected to significantly enhance therapies of solid tumors.
Cellular diversity in tumors hinders genomics-guided targeted molecular therapy from achieving widespread success [13, 14] . Virtually all forms of solid cancers are currently diagnosed histopathologically and contextualized with a grade and stage that estimates the tumor's malignant potential and extent of burden in an individual. However, there is a growing movement to enhance this qualitative classification approach based on quantitative, single-cell tools. In both blood cancers and solid tumors, single-cell approaches have revealed striking clinical and cellular differences within groups considered to be distinct entities according to pathological classification schemes. Cell biology and clinical outcome can be correlated in ways that do not align with traditional pathological classification; features including phospho-protein signaling responses [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] or presence of tumor-infiltrating immune cells [20] can quantitatively stratify patient survival. In light of this, precision oncology must now measure and incorporate information from diverse tumor cell types in molecular targeted therapies.
Single-cell approaches stand ready for this challenge, as most cellular features can now be quantified [21] , and cells in tumors can be readily resolved and deeply characterized. These approaches can uncover subpopulations of cells that may be responsible for a tumor's adaptive potential and therapy resistance. Although single-cell genomic approaches can provide critical insights into the genetic, epigenetic, and transcriptional bases for cancer drug resistance [22, 23] , genetic biomarkers by themselves do not comprehensively inform effective therapies [13] . For example, an integrative proteomics effort in prostate cancer using high-throughput mass spectrometry revealed that proteomic changes are not reliably predicted by gene copy number, DNA methylation, and RNA expression [24] . In fact, alternations in pathways, including metabolic shifts in the tricarboxylic acid cycle, not discovered by RNA expression were revealed through a proteomic approach [24] . Many of the resistance mechanisms known are also mediated by post-translational changes in proteins within individual cells [25] . Thus, an integrated approach that combines proteomic and genomic information from millions of individual tumor cells may be able to guide combination targeted therapies and effectively anticipate resistance mechanisms (Fig. 1) . Such an approach has the potential to offer a greater understanding of the regulation of cancer cell identity, which is determined by a dynamic interplay of nucleic acids and proteins, for therapeutic perturbations [26] . Currently, clinical applications of protein based single-cell analyses are lacking in solid tumors and must be integrated with single-cell genomic approaches for the most comprehensive, targeted approach to precision oncology in solid tumors. Here, we review the utility of mass cytometry for single-cell quantitative protein analyses in solid tumors and discuss its potential to reveal single-cell biology for precision oncology approaches.
Advantages of mass cytometry for single-cell protein analyses
Technical overview, throughput, and cost Cytometry by inductively coupled plasma time-of-flight mass spectrometry (mass cytometry; also referred to using the Fluidigm instrument name, CyTOFÒ, Fluidigm Corporation, South San Francisco, CA, USA) is a single-cell method that enables highly multiplexed and quantitative measurements of proteins and their modifications. Sample preparation and protein detection are similar to the more widely used fluorescence flow cytometry with a few important differences (Table 1) : (a) Instead of fluorophores, antibodies used to detect proteins are typically tagged with unique, stable, heavymetal isotopes (e.g., lanthanides) not found in biological samples; (b) in traditional flow cytometry, cells may be identified in part by their intrinsic light scatter characteristics; whereas, in mass cytometry, the cells are stained with a cell marker, such as rhodium-or iridiumconjugated DNA intercalator [27] or antibodies against common proteins, such as total histone H3 [28] , CD298 [29] , or CD45 [30] ; (c) cells are typically fixed prior to their analysis with mass cytometry and are consumed, in contrast to fluorescence-activated cell sorting, as each cell is vaporized into a cloud of ionized single atoms in the mass cytometer. Typically, atoms with a mass of < 75 Da are filtered by a quadrupole, leaving metals in a certain range of charge and mass chosen to sensitively detect the mass tag reporters and minimize unwanted signals. The ionized atoms (all with a similar charge) are accelerated by an electrical potential towards a detector. The ion 'time-of-flight' depends on its mass and is recorded during the acceleration. 'Events', such as cells or beads, are parsed and a sum of detected ions is recorded for each chosen measurement channel (corresponding to a unique mass). Thus, ion counts per cell provide a quantification of a probe, such as a metallabeled antibody. Because of the sample introduction design in the original generation of mass cytometers, up to 60% of the loaded cells could be lost [31, 32] , and the time required to detect all ions in a single cell ion cloud while maintaining single cell resolution limits the rate of single cells analyzed to 1000-2000 cellsÁs À1 (or~3.6-7.2 million cells in an hour) [33] . In practice, 500 cells or events per second is typical as it reduces signal overlap between events in sequence. However, the ability to label cells in a given sample with metals not used by the 40 or more metal-conjugated antibodies in a panel allows for barcoding capabilities that greatly increase the number of samples that can be simultaneously analyzed. Typically, up to 20 samples can be run together in a single tube [34] . Such an approach enables simultaneous quantitative analyses and efficient resource utilization by reducing time and reagent costs. Several reference protocols are available on how to perform single-cell mass cytometry assays [35] [36] [37] , including in solid tissues and tumors [38] . General computational methods for analysis and interpretation of mass cytometry data have been recently reviewed [31, [39] [40] [41] . For common mass cytometry assays, the total cost per cell is estimated to be $0.01/cell (United States Dollar, USD) [42] to $0.004/cell USD in our experience [43] , including personnel time, antibodies, and instrument time, which is currently significantly lower than single-cell RNA sequencing [42, 44] (Table 1) . Although one report estimated the cost of mass cytometry to be about 1000 fold higher (~$35/cell USD [45] ), this is likely a gross overestimation as a routine mass cytometry pilot experiment on 12 samples might cost~$3500, not $35 000 000 USD.
Multiplexing capability
Isotopic discrimination of more than 100 elemental masses confers multiplexing capability to mass cytometry. In conventional fluorescence flow cytometry, the ability to increase parameterization can be limited by the spectral overlap of fluorophores. Given the mass cytometer's precise isotopic discrimination of elemental isotopes, the current practical limitation to measurement channels is the availability of stable, nonbiological, elemental isotopes that fall into a common mass range for detection and are above the background caused by biological elements and the argon carrier gas used. Presently, there are 37 channels for commercial mass-tagged antibodies provided by Fluidigm (South San Francisco, CA, USA). The use of rhodium for viability and iridium for cell marking brings the feature list to 39 different parameters that can be routinely measured in each of the typically millions of single cells in a single experiment [42] . Although a large majority of the elemental isotopes used to conjugate antibodies are lanthanides, other metals such as indium, yttrium, and bismuth can also be used. See protocol [46] for conjugating antibodies with these heavy-metals. Beyond this, users can employ quantum dot labeled antibodies to gain additional channels [47] , iodine for cell cycle tracking [124] , RNA transcripts [131] [132] [133] , platinum drug uptake [128, 129] , cell cycle status and DNA synthesis [130] , cell size [125] , apoptosis [48] , and viability [27] Proteins, phospho-proteins, chromatin modifications [145] , RNA transcripts [146] , fluorescent drug uptake [147] , metabolism and redox state [148, 149] , cell cycle status and DNA synthesis [150] , cell size and granularity, apoptosis [151] and viability [152] Poly-adenylated RNA transcripts, CITE-seq probes [144] Minimum [48], and palladium [49] and platinum [50] for cellular barcoding, allowing advanced users to exceed 50 measurement channels per cell. Of note, several advanced fluorescence flow cytometers which have emerged as potential competitors of mass cytometry have a multiplexing capability of up to 50 parameters (Table 1) . These include FACSymphony TM (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) and ZE5 TM (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA, USA), which enhance conventional detection technology, and Cytek TM Aurora (Cytek Biosciences, Fremont, CA, USA) and SP6800 (Sony Biotechnology, San Jose, CA, USA), which detect and deconvolute a known 'spectral signature' for relative quantification of fluorescent probes.
Sensitivity, contamination, and noise
Detection in mass cytometry is relatively free from reporter instability (such as fluorophore quenching) and sensitivity variability. The elemental mass tags used are detected with relatively comparable sensitivity, differing by only 2-4 fold across the mass spectrum presently employed, as opposed to fluorophores, whose sensitivities differ by 10-50 fold [42, 51] . Currently, 300-1000 copies of a single immuno-targeted protein can be detected in a single cell, which is slightly lower than the sensitivities of the more efficient fluorophores [52] . This limit is placed by the number of isotope atoms present on a single antibody molecule (currently~100-140 atoms per antibody) [52] and likely to be overcome with technologies that increase the atom carrying capacity [53, 54] .
Isotopic discrimination in mass cytometry results in data which are less significantly contaminated with issues of signal overlap or spillover into another reporter channel. The main causes of detection channel crosstalk are (a) the instrument's intrinsic abundance sensitivity (related to small time-of-flight differences of highly abundant probe ions, usually < 4%); (b) isotopic impurities in preparations of mass isotope tags (presence of undesired, naturally occurring isotopes, usually < 4%); and, (c) ion oxidation resulting in a species 16 Da more massive (usually < 2%). However, compensation or correction for unintended crosstalk between measurement channels is not required in mass cytometry. Because an instrument's abundance sensitivity and isotopic impurities are quantitatively known and consistent, for most masses the total crosstalk in a full, properly designed panel is minimal [34] . For example, the average crosstalk for 35 channels in mass cytometry was reported to be 2.7% (range: 0-8.6%] [55] . Nonetheless, a non-negative least squares approach has been proposed to compensate for these sources of crosstalk [55] . The lack of crosstalk in mass cytometry contrasts with fluorescence cytometry, especially in panels employing more than 20 fluorescent probes and traditional approaches that do not employ spectral deconvolution. In a cutting-edge multiplexed fluorescence cytometry experiment, the average crosstalk for 27 channels was reported to be 19.5% (range: 4.9-51.1%] [56] (Table 1 ). Although fluorescence crosstalk can be partially corrected, crosstalk above~10% can negatively affect the ability of computational tools to distinguish populations. By detecting and deciphering the spectral signature, novel flow cytometers such as the Aurora and SP6800 are designed to circumvent spillover and use the distinct spectral pattern of each dye to improve resolution per channel in high-dimensional panels.
Mass cytometry data are relatively free from background noise, due to negligible abundance of the heavy metals used in biological samples, and from auto-fluorescence seen in fluorescence flow cytometry of native cells or due to fluorescing exogenous agents in a treated sample [51] . This allows for high resolution of molecules that are in low abundance and therefore could be obscured by background noise on other platforms. Furthermore, minimal technical noise is introduced into mass cytometry data compared to, for example, single-cell RNA sequencing. Although this platform lacks crosstalk issues, adjustment for technical noise and signal dropout bias are critical for reliable analyses [43, 57] . For example, a statistical model of recent single-cell RNA sequencing platforms used external RNA spike-ins to predict that up to 80% of stochastic allele-specific expression can be attributed to technical noise [58] , and noted that up to 95% of measurements can be zeroes [43] .
Mass cytometry data can be reliably comparable across conditions and time using metal-embedded internal bead standards spiked-in with samples [59] or by spiking patient samples with CD45-barcoded reference peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) to better normalize experimental variability and differential antibody staining [60] . Low technical noise and adjustment of internal bead intensities make normalization of mass cytometry data feasible, reduce batch effects, and facilitate accurate comparisons between samples over time measured on the same instrument [59] as well as between instruments [61] . This reproducibility of mass cytometry measurements across instruments and laboratories invites collaborative science and enables critical comparisons. Feasibility of multicenter mass cytometry assays was recently demonstrated across six international centers, which were consistent in the performance of mass cytometry assays on healthy control human PBMCs [62] . The suitability of mass cytometry for large patient cohort studies or multicenter studies is a major advantage over single-cell technologies such as RNA sequencing [22, 63] .
A large set of recently developed computational tools [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] (and the basic analysis approaches well summarized in references [31, [39] [40] [41] ) allow optimal characterization of rare, new, or unexpected subpopulations in the high-dimensional datasets generated by a multiplexed mass cytometry assay which could otherwise remain concealed or sub-optimally characterized with conventional exploration using biaxial gating. For example, Levine et al. [18] used mass cytometry to detect rare subpopulations of cells in pediatric acute myeloid leukemia samples constituting as low as 0.06% of a sample. Impressively, this limit was pushed by a recent study that mapped the human dendritic cell lineage, where certain lineages, such as the predendritic cell, comprise~0.001% of PBMCs [71] . Furthermore, rare subsets can be discovered using small samples. For example, multiple lineages of immune cells were detected in healthy human skin biopsy samples of 1 9 10 6 cells [72] . Detection of plasmacytoid dendritic cells (~0.2% in PBMCs) was possible in a sample with as few as 3000 PBMCs [72] . This depth makes mass cytometry very suitable to study cellular diversity in small samples compared to single-cell RNA sequencing, which requires assaying a greater number of single cells [22] (the largest number of single cells analyzed by single-cell RNA sequencing to date falls short of half a million [73] ). Assuming the presence of only binary phenotypic markers (i.e. present or absent, ignoring levels of expression), mass cytometry is theoretically capable of distinctly determining cell types on the order of billions [47] . The results and discoveries made through mass cytometry can also be adopted to other platforms, such as fluorescence flow cytometry.
Challenges unique to the study of solid tumors
Mass cytometry is not yet as widely used to study solid tissues and tumors despite its new prominence in the study of 'liquid' tissues or tissues that readily disaggregate into single-cell suspensions (i.e. hematopoietic and lymphoid tissues) [34, 38] . For mass cytometry to become a more prominent choice of investigational method for the study of solid tissues and tumors at least two obstacles must be overcome: access to tumor specimens and generation of viable single-cell suspensions.
A common obstacle for the study of solid tumors, and especially for precision oncology guided treatment, is access to tumor samples for research. This requires tumor biopsies to be collected at critical timepoints in patients' clinical course. Unlike hematological malignancies which can be sampled in an outpatient setting at the desired clinical timepoints, solid tumor biopsies often entail major operations associated with significantly greater risks. Therefore, multiple operations to guide biomarker discovery, post-therapy response, and cellular or molecular surveillance of solid tumors are rarely performed. However, based on our experience, we offer two workarounds: (a) Pursue collaborations between clinicians and investigators to increase access to the tumor samples. The regular institutional interdisciplinary oncology conferences (often called tumor boards) and patient-centered conferences are excellent forums for clinicians and researchers to express their desire for collaborating in precision oncology efforts and to cross-pollinate ideas. Initiating or joining a multicenter effort is another possible avenue. (b) If access to fresh tissue is not feasible, using clinical archives of embedded human tissues is another solution. Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissues can be disaggregated into single cells for analysis using mass cytometry in a technique called FFPE-DISSECT [74, 75] , or they can be used directly for another novel technique, imaging mass cytometry (IMC) [76] (discussed below).
Solid tumor samples require disaggregation into single-cell suspensions prior to analysis by mass cytometry. This process is critical; and if done without sufficient care, phenotypic markers or cell subsets may be lost and cellular biology may not accurately reflect the biology intended to be studied. Samples may also be sensitive to handling and storage conditions [77] . We and others recently introduced a standardized procedure for preparing viable single-cell suspensions from solid tumors (gliomas, melanoma, lung cancer [28, 38] and ovarian tumors [78] ) for mass cytometry that maintains cellular diversity. While these protocols serve as important starting points, ideal disaggregation conditions may vary for other solid tissues or tumors. Therefore, we recommend carefully designed, wellcontrolled investigations to design and optimize a protocol for disaggregation and storage of the desired tumor samples into single-cell suspensions.
Mass cytometry to reveal cancer biology beyond genomics
How genomic alternations could lead to neoplastic growth and therapy resistance in cells requires shifting experimental focus to include proteins. They are the executors of the altered genetic code that link it to biological functions and lend functional identity to cancer cells. These proteins occupy a large portion of the cellular landscape and are presently beyond the investigative reach of single-cell genomic sequencing technologies (Fig. 1) . Here, we review recent studies that exemplify the suitability of mass cytometry (a) to unveil tumor and immune microenvironment composition and identify novel immunotherapy targets and biomarkers of therapy response; and (b) to understand signaling networks within individual cancer cells.
Mass cytometry identifies rare functional immune cell subsets in the tumor microenvironment
Tumors can exploit the programmed cell death protein-1 (PD-1)/programmed cell death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) and cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated protein-4 (CTLA-4) pathways to evade immune surveillance [79] . Immunotherapy targeting these pathways ('immune checkpoint inhibitors') has recently become an innovative addition to the armamentarium of cancer therapies [80] . However, its success is not uniform across all forms of cancers, and more importantly, primary and acquired resistance to immunotherapy limit its revolutionary therapeutic potential [79] . Understanding the immune cell make-up in tumors and the basis for variable immunotherapy response and resistance is necessary. Mass cytometry can be used to generate initial maps of the immune landscape as well as identify tumor-specific and systemic responses to immunotherapy.
An initial, general overview of solid tumor immune cell maps (generated in clear cell renal cell carcinoma [63, 81] , lung cancer [82, 83] , colorectal adenocarcinoma [83] , hepatocellular carcinoma [84, 85] , glioma [86, 87] , malignant pleural mesothelioma [88] , and melanoma [89] ) convey a tumor-specific immune cell landscape dominated by T cells and monocytes/macrophages with small changes in other cell subtypes between tumor and normal tissues. However, granular examinations of these maps revealed rare and/or dysfunctional tumor-infiltrated immune cell subsets that were significantly associated with clinical outcomes. For example, an abundance of T reg cells, known to suppress anti-tumor immunity [90] , and CD8 + T cells were noted in an 'exhausted' state, denoted by their high PD-1 expression among other markers indicating persistent antigen stimulation [91] . Furthermore, a subset of the tumor-infiltrated CD8 + T cells which lack CD39 expression were noted in lung and colorectal tumors to be simply bystander cells [83] . They were not specific for tumor antigens and lacked hallmarks of 'exhaustion' [83] . Quantification of the proportion of CD39 + CD8 + T cells in a tumor may inform immunotherapy response. The tumor-infiltrated natural killer cells had impaired cytolytic activity in several different cancer types [82, 84, 86] . CD141 + dendritic cells, which are known to potentiate anti-tumor immunity by presenting tumor antigens to CD8 + T cells [82, 92] , were noted to be depleted in lung cancer. Regulatory T cells and CD8 + resident memory T cells were more enriched, had greater PD-1 expression, and were functionally more immunosuppressive in Hepatitis B virus-related hepatocellular carcinoma than in non-virus-related hepatocellular carcinoma [85] . Subsets of tumor-infiltrative CD14 + macrophages in hepatocellular carcinoma with an 'exhausted-like' phenotype (i.e., expressing PD-L1) were also discovered [84] . In a murine model of prostate cancer, polymorphonuclear myeloid-derived suppressor cells (CD11b + Gr1 + ) were the most prominent tumorinfiltrated immune cells and served as therapeutic targets for their critical role in tumor progression [93] . Infiltrating CD38 + myeloid-derived suppressor cells in renal cancer were found to correlate with immunosuppression [63] .
With the aid of mass cytometry, insights into tumor-specific and systemic effects of immunotherapy have also been obtained. Analyses of tumor-infiltrating T cell responses to anti-PD-1 immunotherapy in murine solid tumor models [94, 95] , human melanoma [94] , and human liver cancer [84] revealed expansion of the 'exhausted'-like CD8 + T cells. Although anti-CTLA-4 immunotherapy evoked a similar response, it also distinctly resulted in expansion of ICOS + T H 1-like CD4 + T cells, suggesting distinct cellular mechanisms of these two immunotherapies [94] . An even deeper analysis in a murine sarcoma model revealed immunotherapy induces tumor-infiltrated neoantigen (tumor-specific mutant antigen)-specific CD8 + T cell expansion selectively in the tumor but not in the peripheral compartments [95] . This illuminated a basis for the increased benefit of immunotherapy in solid tumors with increased mutational burden [95, 96] .
Mass cytometry analysis of the peripheral compartment also led to several insights into the effects of immunotherapy in solid tumors. Systemic immune network analyses in murine models of triple-negative breast cancer and melanoma patients revealed that maintenance of systemic immunity is required for effective anti-tumor immunity following immunotherapy, even for local (intratumoral) therapy, which results in post-therapy upregulation of PD-L1 known to mediate immunosuppression in distal tumors [97] . A key finding in this study was the identification of a specific subset of an activated, effector memory CD4 + T H 1 cell that conferred immunoprotection against tumors [97] . However, the relationship between the presence of circulating effector memory CD4 + T cells and anti-PD1 immunotherapy response in melanoma patients is debated: one found a lower frequency of these cells with response [98] , another found increase of these cells correlated with response [99] , and yet another claimed no correlation with response [100] . T cells in melanoma patients who responded to anti-PD1 immunotherapy demonstrated an upregulation of CTLA-4 and CD69 [98] . CD8 + T cells specifically upregulated CD62L, CD69, CCR4, and granzyme B and were enriched in the tumors, suggesting their stimulated migratory capacity [98] . Cells resembling CD8 + central memory T cells also showed a proliferative burst [98] . Interestingly, in recurrent glioblastoma patients from a recent clinical trial who did not respond to anti-PD-1 immunotherapy, immunotherapy drove the peripheral T reg cells to become more 'exhausted'-like and similar to the tumor-infiltrated T reg cells [87, 101] .
Overall, mass cytometry was instrumental in the above detailed identifications of rare tumor-infiltrating and peripheral immune cells to uncover functional responses to immunotherapy. These studies leveraged its multiplexing capability using carefully designed panels of over 20-30 markers that functionally characterized cell subpopulations and used its power to detect and characterize rare cell subtypes to quantitively expose a wide range of phenotypic diversity of tumor-infiltrated immune cells. Most importantly, these studies indicate that mass cytometry can potentially be clinically employed to predict therapy response, especially to immunotherapy.
Mass cytometry phenotypically characterizes cellular diversity of tumors
Although thus far mass cytometry has been most frequently applied to understand the immune compartment of the tumor, recent efforts [78, 102] have used it to reveal cellular heterogeneity of the tumor itself. For example, the cellular heterogeneity of high-grade serous ovarian cancer was recently exposed with mass cytometry [78] . Although individual tumor samples varied in their cellular composition, mass cytometry revealed two phenotypically important ovarian cancer cell subsets. Whereas most cells expressed E-cadherin or vimentin in a mutually exclusive manner, a snapshot of epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition was captured in some cells that co-expressed these markers in addition to several putative cancer stem cell markers, signaling proteins associated with stem-ness, and a metastasis-promoting protein. 
Mass cytometry enables single-cell signaling network mapping
Tumor growth, adaptation, and survival is dependent on cellular signaling [103] , which can be independent of genetics. Therefore, solely targeting the the proteins of genetic alterations may not yield the best possible outcomes. For example, although mutant-specific BRAF inhibitors have demonstrated clinical effectiveness in melanoma [104, 105] , understanding changes in the RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK signaling pathway has led to the emergence of combined BRAF and MEK inhibition therapy, which is superior [13, 106] . By quantifying basal and activated protein signal responses to stimulations, mass cytometry enables single-cell signaling network mapping to identify protein-based signals that mediate tumor survival and therapy resistance in various cell subsets. Adaptive signals can emerge at any signaling node along the signaling pathway or shift reliance onto other signaling pathways altogether. Cancer cells are known to block the normal proteolytic shedding of cell surface growth receptors to encourage signaling bypass when treated with kinase inhibition [107] . In melanoma patients, for example, progression-free survival with BRAF/MEK inhibitors was noted to correlate with shedding of RTKs detected in blood plasma, but not RTK mRNA expression [107] . Adaptive rewiring in protein signaling networks mediating therapy resistance was also observed in glioblastoma in response to mTOR kinase inhibition therapy. In fact, this genetically independent rewiring was detected within days and observed to promote downstream mTOR signaling via ERK and SRC [108] . Combination therapy with an mTOR kinase inhibitor and either an ERK or SRC inhibitor resulted in the most effective tumor control in a murine model [108] .
Capturing signaling states by measuring protein phosphorylation in various cell subsets can also define or reveal their phenotype. For example, detection of WNT/b-catenin and STAT3 signaling in a CD133 + cell line derived from a salivary adenoid cystic carcinoma by mass cytometry helped characterize these cells as cancer stem cell-like [109] . We recently identified novel tumor cell subsets based on basal signaling profile in glioblastoma [102] . Differential signaling responses to tumor necrosis factor-a captured using mass cytometry helped identify various cell types within the modular cytoarchitecture of a normal colonic epithelium [75] . These cells utilized shared regulatory mechanisms between signaling pathways. However, cells in colon cancer had reduced differentiation and loss of signaling and regulation of key kinases and protein effectors [75] . Furthermore, the cancer epithelium lacked the modular organization of signaling pathways in the cells.
Mass cytometry is well-suited to map protein-based signaling networks in cancer. Its multiplexing capabilities together with the recently developed computational tools [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] provide for a much deeper and a systems level of understanding of signaling networks than traditionally possible. Its use is growing to study signaling in many solid tumor cell lines (adenoid cystic carcinoma [109] , melanoma [110] , head and neck squamous cell carcinoma [111] , and neuroblastoma [112] ) as well as primary samples of solid tumors (colon cancer [75] , high-grade serous ovarian tumors [78] , head and neck squamous cell carcinoma [111] , and glioblastoma [102] ).
Mass cytometry suits precision oncology practices
Although presently clinical use of a mass cytometer is not approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration, mass cytometry has a strong potential for clinical utility, especially in areas where fluorescence-based flow cytometry is already in clinical use. The ability of samples to be analyzed quickly suits the often fast-paced clinical environment. For example, a tumor sample can be analyzed by mass cytometry within <6 h of its receipt [28] . More importantly, the above studies highlight the power of mass cytometry to unmask a large diversity of tumor and infiltrating immune cells and cell subset-specific signaling networks to provide a high-resolution mechanistic understanding of cellular and molecular responses to therapy.
Mass cytometry can be used in comprehensively profiling immune signatures for monitoring chemotherapy responses [113] [114] [115] and, given its capability to detect rare cell subsets, to identify circulating tumor cells in peripheral blood and monitor tumor burden. It can further be used to clinically monitor the extent of therapy response. For example, it helped reveal that BRAF and MEK inhibitors effectively diminished Nestin-expressing tumor cells in BRAFV600
Mut melanoma patients [116] . Those cells that persisted posttreatment expressed SOX2 or SOX10 [116] . The kinetics of the change in Nestin-expressing cells suggested that the signaling inhibitors used to treat the cancer were also directly altering the identity of the cancerous cells. The percentage of Nestin low melanoma cells can now be quantified as a metric of therapy response.
Mass cytometry may also be used clinically to predict therapy response. In renal cancer, tumor immune signatures correlated with progression-free survival [63] . This signature may now be clinically integrated to enhance prognostication. Taken further, mass cytometry aided in the development of a clinical predictive model for anti-PD1 immunotherapy response using peripheral CD14 + CD16
À HLA-DR high monocytes in melanoma patients [98] . The model was applied to another set of melanoma patients with predictive success [98] . Another model was also generated using mass cytometry to predict a sustained response to yttrium-90 radioembolisation of hepatocellular carcinoma based on pre-treatment single-cell immune profiles of the patients' PBMCs [117] . Hence, mass cytometry can serve as an important tool in precision oncology approaches that can be clinically integrated to develop and apply predictive signatures from highdimensional data. Others have broadened its clinical application to predict recovery of patients undergoing surgery [118] [119] [120] or who suffered trauma [121] , to predict vaccine response [122] , and to stratify mortality in elderly patients [123] .
Beyond proteins: innovative applications of mass cytometry
Probing cell states and nucleic acids
The capabilities of mass cytometry extend beyond quantifying proteins and their post-translational states to provide understanding of various other cellular processes. For example, antibody-based probes can be designed to profile global epigenetic changes by probing chromatin modifications in single cells [124] . Nonantibody reagents can be utilized to quantitatively assess cell membrane properties (such as cell size [125] and integrity/cell viability [126] ), metabolic states such as hypoxia [127] , uptake of chemotherapy agents containing heavy metals [128, 129] , DNA (total content [27] , nucleotide incorporation and cell cycle analyses [130] ), and RNA [131] (Table 1) . Further, to obtain a more comprehensive understanding of cell behavior two novel mass cytometry-based methods have been developed that allow simultaneous detection of proteins and mRNA transcripts in single cells [132, 133] . One utilizes a proximity ligation assay for RNA [132] and the other utilizes metal-tagged in situ mRNA hybridization [131, 133] .
Mapping spatial organization in tissues and solid tumors
Imaging mass cytometry [134] and multiplex ion beam imaging (MIBI) [135] are two recently developed, targeted imaging methods of exploring spatial organization in tumor samples. They overcome limitations of conventional immunofluorescence and immunohistochemistry imaging by offering quantitative multiplexed imaging without spectral overlap. These platforms are conceptually similar: tissue sections of interest are stained with antibodies tagged with isotopically pure elemental probes. In IMC, a pulsed laser coupled to a mass cytometer sequentially ablates microsections of the tissue~1 lm in diameter in a linear fashion. The ablated tissue microsections vaporize and are subjected to mass cytometry analysis for detection of antibodyspecific mass tags. By rastering across a spatially indexed microsection, an image of the mass tag abundances in different tissue areas can be progressively built. In MIBI, an oxygen primary ion beam rasters across microsections and releases the antibody tagged heavy-metal isotopes as secondary ions which are detected using a mass spectrometer. Currently, MIBI is able to render a slightly higher resolution of 200-300 nm, although its image processing speed is slower than IMC (~500 lm 2 by MIBI [135] vs. 1.5 mm 2 by IMC [136] in 2 h). Importantly, both of these techniques can be applied archived clinical FFPE tissue sections (for protocol refer to [76] ). For example, quantitative measurements of immune and nonimmune tumor compartments were recently shown to be feasible in FFPE samples of breast and lung cancer using IMC [137] .
Relatively few studies have employed MIBI as it is not yet widely available, and the first reports of IMC are just emerging as it became commercially available in 2017. These reports have used human FFPE breast cancer samples to image 19-32 (IMC) [134, 138, 139] and 10-36 (MIBI) [135, 140] different proteins. Using IMC, high levels of phosphorylated S6 protein were noted in stromal cells, which were at times situated adjacent to the tumor margin, indicating signaling activity likely induced by tumor cells [134] . In some samples, expression of carbonic anhydrase IX, a reporter for hypoxia, gradually increased towards the tumor core. Using novel computational tools to analyze spatial networks of cells in IMC data, distinct tumor cell subsets were revealed to be associated with tumorassociated macrophages (such as phospho-S6-expressing proliferative and carbonic anhydrase IXexpressing hypoxic tumor cells) and different 'niches' or neighborhoods with macrophages were identified [138] . The landscape of these niches changed with tumor grade [138] . IMC was also used to quantify spatial distribution of the platinum-based chemotherapeutic agent cisplatin within pancreatic cancer. Interestingly, platinum was found extensively bound to collagen fibers in tumors and normal tissue [136, 141] . In addition to proteins and drugs, mRNA can also be spatially visualized with mass cytometry [133] . A recent study performed simultaneous multiplexed imaging of mRNA (using mass-tagged in situ mRNA hybridization) and proteins using IMC to spatially characterize cells expressing CXCL10, a T cell chemoattractant, in FFPE breast cancer samples [139] . Detecting as little as six mRNA copies per cell, the study also demonstrated that at a single-cell level correlations between mRNA and protein levels for two genes were generally weak, sample-specific, and genespecific [139] . Although fewer studies utilizing MIBI are presently available compared to IMC, a recent study used MIBI to perform multiplexed imaging of 36 proteins in 41 triple-negative breast cancer [140] . The study evaluated the spatial organization of immune cells and identified three patterns: cold (minimal immune infiltration), mixed pattern of tumor and immune cells, and compartmentalized organization with distinct regions of predominantly tumor or immune cells. Interestingly, expression of immunoregulatory markers correlated with these spatial organizations. For example, in the mixed pattern, PD1 was expressed by CD4 + T cells while tumor cells expressed PD-L1 and indoleamine-2,3-dioxygenase (IDO). In the compartmentalized organization, which was associated with a greater patient survival compared to mixed, immune cells expressed PD-L1 and IDO and CD8 + T cells expressed PD1.
Using both antibody-based and non-antibody reagents, these preliminary studies demonstrate the tremendous potential of IMC and MIBI in revealing spatial organization of cells, localization of rare cellular subsets, cell morphology (size and shape), cell proliferation (DNA nucleotide incorporation and cell cycle analysis), and gene expression. Prior imaging studies have suggested that tumors can form morphologically and functionally distinct niches that harbor cancer stem cells and maintain niche-specific communicative signals with the microenvironment to enhance growth and evade immune surveillance. Glioblastoma is one example where three specialized tumor niches are widely recognized: the perivascular niche, where cancer stem cells are found along the vasculature [142] ; the vascular-invasive niche, where tumor cells use normal blood vessels to invade surrounding brain parenchyma; and the hypoxic niche, which contains necrotic areas surrounded by hypoxia-dependent tumor cells [143] . All of these structures are potentially uniquely affected by therapy. IMC and MIBI have the potential to offer insights into the interplay between cancer cells and microenvironment constituents specific to these niches, including the cell-specific effects of chemotherapy and mechanisms underlying failed (for example, anti-angiogenic therapy in glioblastoma) and successful targeted treatments.
Conclusion
Relying on traditional approaches that analyze sample aggregates or unidimensional molecular information in single cells limits our potential to comprehensively understand cancer. In addition to genomic elements, proteins must also be measured in single cells of tumor samples. Mass cytometry is well suited for this need. It offers highly multiplexed and relative unbiased quantitative protein measurements to understand the phenotypic, functional, and spatial diversity of the cells in tissues and solid tumors. Together, a proteogenomic approach with single-cell genomics and mass cytometry has a greater potential to offer insights into the cancer cell identity in order to make precision oncology approaches more effective.
